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1 Overview

• Area 1
  What the area is. Why it is interesting. What would change if it succeeded?
  What ICS faculty are working in the area?

• Area 2
  What the area is. Why it is interesting. What would change if it succeeded?
  What ICS faculty are working in the area?

• Area 3
  What the area is. Why it is interesting. What would change if it succeeded?
  What ICS faculty are working in the area?

2 Area 1

• Faculty 1. — Research interests.

• Faculty 2. — Research interests.

• Faculty 3. — Research interests.

3 Area 2

• Faculty 1. — Research interests.

• Faculty 2. — Research interests.

• Faculty 3. — Research interests.

4 Area 3

• Faculty 1. — Research interests.

• Faculty 2. — Research interests.

• Faculty 3. — Research interests.
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